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ABSTRACT

Scientists-particularly engineers, biologists, geologists, and economistscontinue to research ways of preventing damage to life and property from
the flooding of lakes, rivers, and streams. As a resu It of such efforts, a
variety of effective structural and non-structural flood-damage reduction
methods have been developed. The human social aspects of such methods,
however, have not been researched as extensively. This study documented
the nature and extent of existing social science literature in this area and
identified future research needs through six data collection efforts. Two
types of information were compiled: social science research conducted
to date and knowledgeable persons' perceptions of needed research. A
bibliography of the most relevant extant materials was constructed, and
the contents of each entry were analyzed.
Resu Its of th is study indicate that most research on flood-damage reduction has focused on the economic and engineering aspects of the structural methods of damming and channeling and has been of the sponsored,
case-study type of design. The sociological aspects of non-structural
methods have received minor emphasis. Recommendations advocate ad ditional research in the area of non-structural flood-damage reduction
methods, focusing on such variables as the social attitudes, beliefs, and
behavior of individuals, and social and political structure of communities.
Key Words: Floods, Flood Prevention, Flood Damage, Flood-Damage
Abatement, Sociology, Social, Institutions, Values, Attitudes, Beliefs,
Behavior, Customs, Bibliography, State of Art/Knowledge, Community,
Economics, Energy, Health, Environment, Culture
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PAST SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH
ON FLOOD-DAMAGE ABATEMENT METHODS

I. The Qualitative Themes of Past Research
A. Project Overview
Flooding of lakes, rivers, and streams destroys life and property, and
scientists are continuing to conduct research to learn ways of preventing
such damage. Predominant among these scientists have been biologists,
geologists, economists, and engineers. As a result of their work, a variety
of structural and non-structural flood-damage abatement methods have
been developed. The human social elements of such methods, however,
have received very little attention by social scientists, yet it is precisely
these human elements that are of ultimate concern to all scientists. A
confounding problem is that the small number of social science studies
that have been conducted are, for various reasons, difficult to locate.
This report contains the results of a multi-methodological approach for
determining the current state and future needs of social science research
on flood-damage abatement methods. "Social science research" is broadly
conceived to include any non-engineering, scientific, or humanistic approach to understanding, directly or indirectly, human behavior. The
term, "flood-damage abatement methods," refers to any strategy which
reduces economic,geographical, biological, psychological, or particularly,
social costs of water-flooding in a community; this definition includes
structural as well as non-structural methods. From the outset of this project, it became increasingly clear that, in fact, very little social science research had been done on the topic. Therefore, the focus of this study
shifted from documenting only past related work to including an emphasis on future needs in the area. At a very general level, the major finding
of th is study was that I ittle research has been conducted, and there is a
need for much more to be done.
In order to document past as well as needed research, a variety of investigative methods were used:
1. All 263 sociologists listed in the Directory of Environmental
Sociologists [Dunlap, 1975] were contacted and asked to complete a seven-page questionnaire-70 percent responded with in-
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formation about their own research and perceptions of research
needs for the future.
2. A selected Iist of 1300 persons known to have particular knowledge or interest in water resources development were contacted40 percent of these persons responded with information about
past and future needed research.
3. All 54 state water resources research centers were contacted
and 80 percent responded with information about their investigators' work in flood-damage prevention.
4. The Blacksburg, Virginia, access station for R ECON, a water
resources research data bank, was used.
5. All relevant research reports were obtained from the National
Technical Information Service (NTIS), a research report distribution service for federally sponsored research.
6. All relevant professional journals and books held by Newman
Library at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
(VPI & SU) were reviewed.
Information compiled was of two broad types: ( 1) research conducted
to date, and (2) knowledgeable persons~ perceptions of needed research.
Based on the information collected, a bibliography of the most relevant
material was constructed and contents of each entry were analyzed. Each
of the methodologies used will be described in more detail throughout
th is report.
An indication for the necessity of conducting additional social science
research in the area of flood-damage abatement can be documented by
a review of related literature; such literature will be reviewed in this section in synopsis form and in the following section in a content-analysis
form. Less easily documented, however, is the specific direction that
such research should take; this assessment is a major focus of the last
two sections of the report: "Suggestions by Selected Publics" (p. 29) and
"A Cautious Advocacy'~ (p. 37).
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B. Synopsis of the Literature
Summaries of the qualitative character of past research and related literature follow below. This qualitative character is advocatory, usually authorspecific, and stated in fairly general terms. "A Quantitative Analysis of
Past Reports'' (p. 17) will report the quantitative character of the literature, regardless of the particular interpretations and advocations of individual authors.
Prior to 1970: Among the several hundred documents received in connection with this project, 136 were selected as the most relevant for content
analysis. The methodology used to obtain these publications and to perform the content analysis will be discussed later in this report; this section will mention and review the more salient ideas of earlier (pre-1970)
literature which established a precedent for the interests of the current
project.
Within the last 25 years, a few textbooks have highlighted the need for
social science research on flood-damage abatement. During the mid-50's,
when the century-long controversy over the building of dams became
public again and produced such books as Big Dam Foolishness [Peterson,
1954], several academic textbooks on flood management directly addressed the social variables. Leopold and Maddock [1954, pp. 83-92]
clearly saw flood-control projects as having social consequences that must
be weighed against economic feasibility. Hoyt and Langbein [1953, pp.
81-137] devoted an entire chapter to a discussion of man's social adaptation to floods and the humanistic responsibility of flood-control policy
makers. But these are among the very few works of the 1950's that discuss non-economic, social aspects of flood-damage reduction.
During the 1960's, the interest in social science approaches to water resources research began to grow. A series of federal acts were partially
responsible for, and reflective of, this increased interest. The 1964 Water
Resources Research Act, the 1965 Water Resources Planning and Water
Quality Acts, and the National Environmental Policy all supported, in
various ways, social science research in water resources areas. Among the
foremost proponents of this type of research was geographer Gilbert F.
White. Although White's taxonomic work in the 1930's and 1940's had
emphasized the economic aspects of flood-damage prevention, his 1960's
material was expanded to include a variety of social aspects; this is evidenced by his discussion of "lessons from three decades" [White, 1966,
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pp. 266-67]. In his analysis of floodplain management in six communities,
he found little association between management-choice decisions and
economic efficiency [White, 1964]; he concluded that land-use regulation
must be combined with social measures. Likewise, in his exhaustive rereview of strategies of American water management, White [1966] discussed the effects of large multi-purpose flood-prevention structures and
concluded:
A principal social loss was to be found in the influence which the
large structures have upon the pace and character of social change.
Based upon the assumption that existing institutional arrangements would hold for a long time period ... the structures set
the public mind in a frame which discouraged serious discussion
of changing these institutions. Institution, agency, and method
of construction became inseparably linked in the mind of the
technician as well as with the broader public. Rather than overtly
fostering social change, they tended to support the status quo
[White, 1969, p. 44].
Much of the work during the 1960's was taxonomic expansion of alternative flood abatement methods. The basis of this expansion was primarily from corrective structural methods to preventive non-structural
methods; it represented an implicit shift from an engineering-only focus
to one which involved social elements. Two informative government
publications [U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, 1967; Maryland-National
Capital Park and Planning Commission, 1969] described this point and
provided basic taxonomies for the study of flood-damage abatement in
the 1970's.
One of the first major explicit attempts to document the social aspects of
watershed development was made by Wilkinson and Cole [1967]. These
researchers exhaustively reviewed the literature and came to the conclusion that:
Even a cursory review of scientific and applied literature documents the assertion that human behavioral problems pervade
many aspects of water management programs ....
. . . Much of the relevant literature reflects the orientations of the
economist with cost-benefit analysis as a predominant theme ....
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Little research has been focused directly on human relationships,
interests and action structures as such ....
. . . What is clearly needed at this point, if sociologists are to make
significant contributions in the study of water-related problems,
is a concerted effort to apply the theories and methods of basic
research to this category of action problems [Wilkinson and Cole,
1967' p. 38].
While Wilkinson and Cole's [1967] work was addressed to watershed management in general, their conclusions describe the situation with respect
to flood-damage abatement as well. In one of the most explicitly sociological studies of water resources problems in the 1960's, Ibsen and Ballweg [1969] documented the perceived "problems associated with water"
of residents of a ·rural Virginia county. It is noteworthy that among the
453 respondents, none mentioned "flood damage" as a problem. The
point here is that even though several sociological studies of water resources had been conducted by the late 1960's, few of these actually dealt
with flood-damage abatement. Clearly, the sociological interest in flooddamage reduction is a relatively recent phenomenon which began largely
in the early 1970's.
The 1970's: With the advent of the 1970's, explicit calls for social science
research on flood-damage abatement had increased. Writing on the subject 30 years after his landmark book, Human Adjustment to Floods
[1975], White stated that it had become crucial "to understand what
makes flood-proofing appropriate in a given place and how and why flood
plain managers make decisions in specified social situations" [1975, p. 87].
He also indicated two major types of research needs on flood hazards in
the U.S.:
( 1) studies required to delimit problems or relationships between
individuals and government on which estimates of social effects
can be based, and (2) studies of further changes which would
achieve desirable magnitude of social effect [White, 1975, p. 77].
White further specified the nature of such research by adding:
The research should canvass the social aspects of the choice, including the economic and political obstacles, and the personality
traits of flood-plain occupants. An exploratory study of these
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questions wou Id require about two person years for each of five
years [White, 1975, p. 88].
The remainder of this section will review other recent statements of research needs and conclusions in the area of flood-damage abatem~nt.
These statements are arranged, roughly, by North American geographical regions which correspond to the ·location of the research or the researcher who made the statement; very brief excerpts will be presented.
Several water resources research programs in the South have emphasized
the social aspects of flood-damage reduction. Prominent among these is
the work done by L. Douglas James, a civil engineer formerly of the
Georgia Institute of Technology. With regard to flood-damage reduction,
James's work has made at least two important contributions: ( 1) synthesis of social variables with economic, hydrologic, and ecologic variables;
and (2) adaptation of social science research methodology to the study
of flood-control planning. James et al. [1975, pp. 46-66] provide an extensive discussion of information needs in planning flood-control measures for urban streams. Among the areas discussed are social information
needs, and the researchers indicate:
Social information was defined for this study to encompass all
data needed to predict the likelihood and skill with which a given
community government will employ a given means and the manner in which flood plain occupants will react to the means employed. The first prediction requires information on the body
politic of the total jurisdiction responsible for the flood plain.
The second requires information on ( 1) flood plain residents,
(2) managers of commercial or industrial flood plain property,
and (3) builders and developers active in the community [James,
1975, p. 46].
James's [1974b] extensive volume on the use of questionnaires in floodcontrol planning research includes many spec ific recommendations and
techniques. The general approach recommended for research on floodplain management follows:
The formulation of a flood plain management program properly
begins with an economic analysis to determine which measures
promise to produce benefits exceeding their cost .... An appropriate second step is to analyze the environmental effects of each
8

of these measures.... For the third step, the goal is to incorporate the social factors evaluated through questionnaires.... One
input is the set of measures that pass the economic and environmental tests. The second input is the response to the questionnaires used to scal-e individual factors pertaining to people who
live on the flood plain, individual factors pertaining to managers
of commercial or industrial property located on the flood plain,
community factors pertaining to th~ total population of the political jurisdiction responsible for the flood plain management program and factors pertaining to the builders and developers active
within that jurisdiction [James, 1974b, p. 137].
In the edited volume of Man and Water, James [1974a] collected nine
essays on social science management of water resources. His own essay,
"The Challenge to the Social Sciences," outlines five specific ways in
which the social sciences cou Id contribute to water resources research.
Essentially, these recommendations focus on assessment and developmental management alternatives. James states:
The social sciences have the expertise and with it the responsibility to improve man's understanding of how differences in the
physical world vary in their effects on people, of what can be
done to encourage people to react differently to their physical
surroundings, and of how choices are made. Better understanding
of which alternatives are socially feasible and of how decisions
are made provides a better basis for designing alternatives so that
future decisions will be more effective [James, 1974a, pp. 17-18].
The work done by sociologists at another southern location, the University of Kentucky, has focused more specifically on the social consequences of structural flood-damage prevention methods, and in so doing, has
made recommendations concerning the need for research in the area
'[Ludtke and Burdge, 1970; Burdge and Ludtke, 1970]. Johnson and
Burdge [1974], in reporting on reactions to forced migration due to reservoir construction, state that much sociological research has been of the
governmental agency-support type. They discuss an alternative:
Much sociological research has made it easier for planners and
decision-makers to make public water projects palatable to those
affected, and to keep the public calm and malleable while the
planning, and the implementation of projects operates smoothly.
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Most public projects have negative consequences that do not find
their way into cost-benefit analysis, (though the economists with
their externalities of pollution are trying) and we should try too,
by making clear the costs that public projects extract in people's
private lives. We should even go further and show the public the
best means of fighting projects it does not want, what agencies
and congressmen to contact, and what, in project plans, is being
done carelessly, erroneously, or ignored, and would have definite negative impact. Social scientists might work on an "antiadoption" strategy that would result in successful nonadoption
of bureaucratic decisions [Johnson and Burdge, 1974, pp. 18586].
In a more extensive discussion of the "state of the art" of sociological
contributions to water resources management, Johnson [1974] elaborates
the "anti-adoption(# recommendation.
In a recent conference [see Kerns and Underwood, 1976], sponsored by
the Virginia Water Resources Research Center in cooperation with the
Northeastern Water Center Directors, logical research in the areas of flood
insurance, flood management, and particularly, local implementation of
non-structural alternatives was discussed. The report of one of the conference workshops states:
Suppose we complete the survey research in a community and
get a statistically valid sample of public references of flood risks,
then we can ask these same questions of the identified power
structure, the influentials in a community. First of all we have
to identify who those are and be sure who makes up the leadership structure in a community. And it might be very likely true
that the results of that survey research would not be congruent
with the results of the perceptions of the leadership structure of
the community-those who really do make the decisions. Both
things are ideally needed-the survey research and the analysis
of the community structure because the survey research could
provide the ammunition that the planner wou Id need to convince
the community power structure of what the public really wants
and needs. Usually power structures are fairly responsive to knowing what the public feels, especially if something was made a live
issue. The question of analyzing the power structure of the com-
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munity was one of the more important things that came out in
th is workshop [Kerns and Underwood, 1976, p. 101].
The same kinds of recommendations for research are implied in the exhaustive flood-damage abatement study for Virginia [Walker, 1971], also
sponsored and published by the Virginia Water Resources Research
Center:
The heavy emphasis upon engineering works for flood protection
seems to have prevented, for a time, wider attention to the alternative of decreasing the flood damage by nonstructural measures. Studies of flood hazard areas also show that unless public
policy is altered suitably, it may make it extremely difficult for
a property owner to resort to other promising methods of floodloss reduction. Indeed, as the society becomes more industrialized, there is a tendency to concentrate on a few solutions rather
than the wide range, and it thus may follow that a rapid period
of urbanization and industrialization may lead to a great increase
in flood-loss potential, even though at the same time, public agencies devote large resources to flood control [Walker, 1971, p. 7].
In the Southwest, the work done by Andrews and various associates in
Utah, and recently by White in Colorado has produced quite explicit
sociological research recommendations in the area of flood-damage reduction methods. Andrews, Madsen, and Legag [1974] point out the particu lar direction that future social science research should take. They indicate
that both qualitative and quantitative methods should be used:
It is also desirable to identify the importance of both quantitative and qualitative methods of social assessments. Because of the
dominance of economic values in the assessment of present projects, it is likely that some researchers will assume that with social
variables it will be possible to arrive at quantitative figures which
somehow are equatable with dollars. In certain areas this may be
possible. However, in this research project, few social variables
were able to be quantified in such a way. And even in such examples as assigning economic benefits to recreation visitor usage
at reservoirs or economic benefits to flood control, one can question the validity of the judgements involved in placing the greatest emphasis upon converting behavior into dollar values .... In
the area of social assessment, the authors believe that some of
11

the most fruitful areas of research are in the identification of the
more subtle social and psychological aspects of social well-being
associated with a project. It is not easy to attach a dollar figure
to such variables as aesthetic enjoyment and feelings of security.
However, these factors may be just as important, if not more important, than certain economic considerations. Two of the major
problems for the researcher and the administrator are how to
measure these variables and how to weigh their significance along
with economic and physical considerations in justifying future
projects [Andrews, Madsen, and Legag, 1974, pp. 164-65].
In the Midwest, researchers in Iowa and Ohio have conducted research
and have made recommendations for social science research on flooddamage prevention methods. At a regional workshop on floodplain management research needs, held in Des Moines in 1974 [Iowa State Water
Resources Research Institute, 1974], the following were listed as "critical" or "serious" needs:
1. To evaluate public perception and attitudes and individual behavior analyses particularly as they apply to decisionmaking in
implementing floodplain management programs and in obtaining
a public consensus for acceptance and support for floodplain
land-use regulation and control;
2. To determine the role, degree of participation, and influence
of special interest groups both in floodplain occupancy and intensified use, and in implementation of floodplain management
programs; and
3. To determine the social and economic problems associated
with relocating floodplain occupants, particularly for smaller
communities via a case study for determining real values, advantages, and disadvantages of the relocation alternative.
At this same conference, William Woodman presented comments on
"social implications and interactions" and in terms of needed research
stated that:
There is a need for further studies in the areas of methodology,
more extensive use of path and causal models, and determination
of whether flood plain occupancy is a cause of the problem, or
12

merely a by-product in a larger context [Iowa State Water Resources Research Institute, 1974, p. 8].
In a multi-phase study of flood-control impacts in Iowa, Gardner and
Hultquist [1973] discuss six components of such impacts-economic,
aesthetic, biological, geophysical, sociological, and psychological. Based
on these focii, they constructed an elaborate taxonomy and followed it
in conducting their research. In their literature review, they found that
"the direct and cultural impacts of flood control schemes have been discussed primarily with respect to the relocation of people in the affected
area" [Gardner and Hultquist, 1973, p. 31]. They continue that "while
the methodologies for accounting economic costs and benefits have continued to develop and have been applied with greater sophistication, concern for ecological, social and humanistic costs and benefits has increased
as well"' [pp. 27-29]. Their conclusions suggest, !n somewhat general
terms, a direction for future research:
All findings demonstrate the importance of careful analysis of
human ecological impacts in flood control projects. While it may
be inevitable that some people will gain at the expense of others
and others will lose, there is, and should be, an ongoing concern
for minimization of inequities and negative externalities [Gardner and Hultquist, 1973, p. 222].
Other Iowa researchers have made similar recommendations [Bultena,
1975; Yoesting and Burkhead, 1971 ]. Bu ltena, Rogers, and Webb [1973]
strongly recommend the documentation of citizens' opinions prior to
making decisions regarding public resource allocation. Yet they caution:
We are not suggesting that favorable or unfavorable citizen reactions should dictate the eventual determination of management
programs. We are suggesting, however, that when programs are
submitted and defended as being in the public interest there
should be some demonstrable evidence as to how the public actually feels about these proposed programs, and about alternative
programs that might be implemented [Bultena et al., 1973, p.108].
In Environmental Crises [Dynes and Wagner, 1971], a report prepared
for the Ohio Water Resources Center, Dynes addresses the topic in ''A
Sociologist Looks at Water Resources Research" [pp. 83-88]. He presents
eight areas for further sociological research on water resources problems,
13

including flood-damage reduction: ( 1) differential attitudes toward water,
(2) differential use of water, (3) social trends and implications, (4) innovation adoption, (5) sociological bases of water rights, (6) organizational problems ·in water policy implementation, (7) community reactions
to water resources problems, and (8) exploration of policy assumptions
and implications.
The Agricultural Research and Development Center in Ohio also has
sponsored work that is relevant to the present study. Napier [1975] concludes his analysis of the social impacts of water resources development
and subsequent forced relocation by listing several areas for further research:
Research needs to be initiated in such areas as structural changes
within community groups affected by forced population relocation and land procurement. Other areas which need to be investigated are: longitudinal evaluations of community structure on a
macro-leveJ basis; evaluations of recreational development impact
upon the groups associated with watershed development; changing land use patterns and land value shifts resulting from lake
projects; income redistribution; and attitudes toward development projects per se [Napier, 1975, p. 16].
In 1976, Napier followed up his suggestion for further research and published the findings of a longitudinal study of attitudinal response to impoundment construction [Napier and Wright, 1976]. The conclusions are
insightfu I:
These findings and those from previous research conducted by
the authors lead to the conclusion that social-psychological attitudes associated with community relationships are less useful in
the explanation of affected people's response to water resource
development than are commonly believed. More research emphasis should be placed upon implementation procedures employed
by development agencies [Napier and Wright, 1976, p. 14].
Recommendations for research on the social aspects of flood-damage reduction in the East and Northeast come predominately from research
supported by the New England River Basins Commission. One such project focuses on the Connecticut River Basin and was conducted jointly
by Ruth Mack and the New York-based Institute of Public Administra14

ti on [Mack, 1976]. While any attempt to summarize the imp I ications of
that massive project here would necessarily exclude important information, the more specific publication-Criteria for Evaluation of Social
Impacts of Flood Management Alternatives [Mack, 1974] -does offer
a succinct statement of implied research needs:
The basic insight is rather that since attention to social impacts
emphasizes qualitative differences among impacts, it makes it
essential to consider gross, not net, costs and benefits-that is,
different classes of impacts on different groups of people over
different periods of time .... For structural methods, social costs
and benefits, like economic costs and benefits, need to be assessed
in all their particularity for specific projected flood management
schemes .... Concerning nonstructural methods, analogous remarks apply in part. But a salient additional conclusion emerges:
we simply do not know enough about the dynamics of the impacts of several of the more important methods to be able to
suggest criteria for their evaluation. The social scientists' knowledge about the operation of an insurance or zoning program is
not at all comparable, though it needs. to be, with the engineer's
knowledge about the operation of a dam ....
. . . The capacity of earth fill and metals to withstand the stresses
of flooding can be neatly specified, but the capacity of people to
withstand stresses and their sensitivity to inducements to avoid
doing so, is anyone's guess [Mack, 1974, pp. 24-26].
Other research sponsored by the New England River Basins Commission
relevant to the present study includes People and Sound: Flood Damage Reduction [U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and USDA, Soil Conservation Service, 1975]. While this planning report does not offer any specific
sociological research recommendations, it does provide a detailed taxonomy of "social criteria'• for environmental evaluation of flood-reduction
methods [p. F3]. Such a taxonomy could be useful in directing further
research efforts.
Three additional research reports originating from the Northeast bear on
the focus of th is report: Leadley [1975], Dasgupta [1975], and Whipple
and Hufschmidt [1976]. Leadley's [1975, p. 22] research report on the
sociological impact of a flood-control reservoir in Pennsylvania concludes
with a call for further research into ( 1) organizational potential for adap15

tation to change, and (2) family resilience in responding to occupational
and recreational changes. Whipple and Hufschmidt [1976, p. 32] recommend the further investigation of social "values," "tradeoffs," and "consequences" of floodplain management. Dasgupta's [1975] work on Prince
Edward l_sland is similar to his earlier work in Mississippi [Dasgupta, 1967]
and that of Wilkinson [1967]. In Man, Community and Water, Dasgupta
[1975, p. 40] emph~sizes the importance of including three levels of
analysis in the sociological study of water resources development: organizational, individual, and community.
While no claim is made here for having exhausted the literature on social
science flood-damage reduction research, the authors and studies mentioned in this section are, for the most part, prominent or most often
cited, and the statements appear to be representative of the advocatory
sentiment among such researchers. To summarize and abstract this sentiment in terms of this review, research by social scientists on flood-damage
reduction shou Id have the following characteristics:
1. Distinguish among but include individual, organizational, and
community-level variables in the same investigation;
2. Use exploratory, qualitative methods at the community level;
3. Use quantitative survey methods at the individual and organizational levels;
4. Utilize causal analyses;
5. Conduct longitudinal studies;
6. Emphasize political variables;
7. Distinguish between structural and non-structural alternatives;
and
8. Take a prescriptive social-action approach when findings are
known.
These characteristics are admittedly general, yet from a qualitative perspective, they are believed to be a fairly accurate reflection of the strongly
advocatory character of the literature. The contents of the literature also
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m~y be portrayed from a quantitative perspective. The next section provides a numerical assessment of the topical nature of the literature.

11. A Quantitative Analysis of Past Reports
A. Locating Past Research
Past research was located through the six data collection phases mentioned in "Project Overview" (p. 3). These efforts located publications
and documents which w~re classified and catalogued according to various
characteristics. In th is section,the methodology of each data-collection
phase will be described as it relates to documenting past research.
The data collection began by surveying through a mail questionnaire all
263 entries in the Directory of Environmental Sociologists [Dunlap,
1975]; 181 individuals responded, as described in detail in "Suggestions
by Selected Publics," (p. 29) . Two general questions allowed the respond ents to report their knowledge of research:
1. Have you conducted, or been involved in, sociological research
which might be broadly classified as "water-resource related"?
For each such research project ~ please indicate as complete a bibliography entry as possible, the specific water-related problem
focus and the specific sociological focus.
For each entry, please indicate how we may obtain copies of
research reports or pub Iications which have resulted from the research; or if possible, just include a copy in the return envelope.
2. Are you aware of any specific water- related research, conducted by others, that has had a sociological focus?
Please provide names and institutional affi Iiation of these researchers so that we may contact them.
The next phase in locating past research was to survey 1300 "concerned
citizens," defined as those who received Water News, the monthly newsletter of the Virginia Water Resources Research Center. This sample, as
described in detail in "Suggestions by Selected Publics," (p . 29) was surveyed by a mail questionnaire that requested references to studies, re17

ports, policy statements, and articles that were relevant to the present
study. Responses from 466 individuals provided information about such
documents, and follow-up requests for the materials were made. The
actual wording of the original solicitation follows:
We are most interested in locating all specific studies, reports,
policy statements and articles that, in some way, relate to flood
damage prevention.
If you are aware of any specific rese~rch, conducted by yourself
or others, that has had a special focus, please indicate the title
and how copies of the research reports or publications may be
obtained.
Fifty-four Water Resources Research Institutes/Centers were contacted
and asked for a list of publications and other sources that they felt would
be pertinent to this project's interests. The centers were contacted by
two letters sent by first-class mail; the first was a form letter mailed on
September 17, 1976, and a follow-up letter was mailed February7, 1977
(see Appendix 8). This follow-up letter was an original typewritten letter
addressed to the director of the center. Thirty-five (64.8 percent) of the
centers responded to requests for materials. Many of these institutes provided bibliographies and abstracts of research supported by their funding.
Some supplied their periodical publications, and other relevant materials
were obtained directly or ordered from other depositories. A few centers
replied that they had no relevant materials.
Another form of data collection used was an investigation of the sources
of the Blacksburg, Virginia, station of the RECON data storage and retrieval system-a computerized data bank of water resources research
information and publications. Key words were used as input to the data
bank, and the resulting list of sources was screened to abstract the information available pertinent to this study.
Much past research was located, and relevant materials were obtained
from the National Technical Information Service (NTIS), a research report distribution service for federally funded research. Many of the research reports referred to through the data-gathering efforts mentioned
above were available through this service. All relevant materials from the
NTIS listing were ordered and obtained. In addition, relevant publications
(books, reports, and professional journals) from the specialized library
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of the Virginia Water Resources Research Center, and the Carol M. Newman Library at VPI & SU were reviewed.
B. Past Research Emphases
Of the several hundred publications that were reviewed, 136 that had
specific relevance to this study were catalogued. In order to have "specific
relevance," a document had to discuss at least one distinct flood-damage
reduction method and at least one non-engineering social science-related
aspect, be of scholarly form and content, and in some manner, be publicly available. Each of these 136 publications was identified by bib I iographic entry, type of publication, type of research, research site,
flood-damage reduction method(s) emphasized, and related aspects of
the study. As shown in Table 1, the most frequent type of publication
encountered was the sponsored research report (bulletin). More than 40
percent (56 of 136) were identified as this type of research. The next
largest category identified was that of the professional journal article
(35 of 136). Only two of the publications reviewed were identified as
official policy statements.
As shown in Table 2, the case study (observation) was the most predominant type of research conducted (38 of 136). Taxonomic and theoretical research was also substantially represented (30 of 136). Only
one publication was categorized in each of the two types of research
identified as "I iterature review" and "content analysis."
Each of these 136 documents was classified into one or more of 25"flooddamage reduction" categor'ies and 25 "related aspects" of the study categories. As exhibited in Table 3, a single publication could be classified
into more than one of the 25 items for each topic, depending on the
emphasis given in the publication. Finally, the analysis involved a crossclassification of the flood-damage reduction categories and related aspects, resulting in a 25 x 25 table (Table 5). In the remainder of this
chapter, these major cross-classification variables and the resulting crossclassification variables will be discussed.
Flood-Damage Abatement Methods: At a very general level, the methods
for reducing flood damage may be distinguished in terms of timing and
directness. They may be classified as one of three types depending upon
the timing of their execution: ( 1) preventive methods are executed prior
to a flood; (2) emergency methods are executed during a flood; and (3) re19

habilitative methods are executed after a flood. They also may be classified as one of two types according to their directness: non-structural
methods are indirect social approaches while structural methods are
direct engineering approaches. "Social" in this context refers to all nonmaterial, organizational aspects of human behavior; "engineering" focuses on the tangible, material products of human behavior. When the dimensions of timing and directness are combined, six general classes of
flood -damage reduction methods result (Table 4). This taxonomy, or
classification system, is based in part on suggestions from the literature.
Specifically, the distinction between structural and non-structural methods has been mentioned and emphasized by several authors. The Virginia
Water Resources Research Center, in its 1974 annual report, indicates
that:
Despite all the dams, channels, floodwalls, levees, and other structural devices man has erected to control the waters, floods continue to take an ever-higher toll of human lives and property ....
Nationally, flood damages are expected to triple by the year 2000
unless present conditions and land-use practices are substantially
changed. As a result, interest in non-structural measures for preventing flood damage has grown rapidly. These lie chiefly in the
area of better control and management of floodplain areas most
vulnerable to rising waters .... But such measures have been slow
to find acceptance ... [Virginia Water Resources Research Center,
1974,p. 43].
A more detailed discussion of non-structural alternatives to flood-damage
reduction is given by James [1975], who reports the resu Its of a large
survey of public attitudes; James concludes that a balance of structural
and non-structural methods would produce an optimal situation. James
describes th is program:
A balanced flood control program combines structural measures
to contain flood waters with the nonstructural measures of limiting flood plain development and increasing flood proofing of
flood plain buildings. A community can itself implement selected
structural measures, but individual flood plain occupants have a
major role in making the land use and building decisions that
constitute the nonstructural measures. The formulation of a nonstructural flood control program for implementation by a community consists largely of searching for the most cost effective
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combination of methods for inducing the desired individual decisions. These inducements range from simply providing information, through various incentives to respond to that information,
to coercion to force specific responses. One would expect the
stronger methods to be simultaneously more costly and more
effective [James, 1975, p. 704].
In the classification system used in this report (Table 4), the floodproofing
of buildings is classified as a structural method rather than non-structural
as has been done by James; nevertheless, the major distinctions which he
makes are followed in the present study.
The timing dimensions were suggested initially by a small U.S. Army
Corps of Engineers publication [1965] in which the distinction between
"preventive" and "corrective" measures was made. This publication also
provides several examples with brief discussions for each of these types.
The "emergency'' category is discussed by James [1975]. Two additional
sources which were useful in establishing and elaborating the taxonomy
of flood-damage abatement methods were the 1976 annual report of the
Office of Water Research and Technology, U.S. Department of the Interior; and Veatch and Humphreys' Water and Water Use Terminology
[1966].
The frequency distributions of the study focii shown in Table 5 are derived from the classification of each unique emphasis found in the 136
related publications described earlier in this report; a total of 971 (a per
document average of 7 .1) emphases were found by a detailed reading of
the publications. Table 5 thus presents information concerning the relative amount of research emphasis a topic has received rather than the
number of different publications or research projects in a particular area.
This report focuses on the amount and type of research activity, not research publications per se. In 24 of the studies, only one emphasis was
found, while in other reports, as many as 42 distinct focii were found.
The number of distinct emphases is, in part, a function of the form of
the particular report (journal article, monograph, etc.; see Table 1) and
the nature of the particular research itself (case study, sample survey,
etc.; see Table 2). Thus, analyzing "emphases" rather than "reports"
presents a clearer view of the research that has been conducted. Table
3 presents the frequency distribution of the number of emphases found
in each document.
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Classifying the documents according to flood-abatement method presented occasions wherea particular topic did not fit one of the pre-established
categories. When this occurred, the category of "other" was used and a
note made of the particular topic. These "other" topics accounted for
approximately 11 percent of the classified emphases and are noted in
Table 4 by the absence of an asterisk, whereas the pre-established classes
used on the content-analysis form (see Appendix A) and in the overall
analysis (Table 5) are indicated by asterisks. In certain reports on flooddamage abatement, other flood - and water-related issues were discussed.
These issues accounted for less than 5 percent of the emphases and were
classified in two additional "other" categories that were not part of the
six -fold taxonomy; while they are shown in the overall distribution
(Table 5), they are not directly relevant and thus are not discussed in
th is report.
The greatest proportion of flood-damage abatement research emphases
has been in the area of prevention (see Table 5); 77 percent of all emphases were in this area, with 43 percent in structural prevention and 34
percent in non-structural prevention. As expected, damming accounted
for the greatest research emphasis among t he structural prevention
methods, and among all methods (19 percent) as well. Channeling (13
percent), a structural prevention method, combined with the two nonstructural prevention methods of zoning (10 percent) and flood insurance (9 percent), accounted for 32 percent of the emphases. Together
then, these four methods accounted for more than half (51 percent) of
the 971 research emphases in the 136 research reports. The remaining 25
subclasses accounted for 49 percent of the emphases with floodproofing
buildings (7 percent), warning (6 percent), and relocation (4 percent) as
the next most frequent emphases.
Research Issues Related to Flood-Damage Abatement: One of the underlying assumptions of th is project was that most research on flood-damage
abatement is conducted from a particular, outside point of view. For
example, it might be assumed that the economist would be interested
in various cost-benefit ratios of a given method while the sociologist
might be more interested in the various effects on community power
structures as a result of implementing a certain method. These "outside"
related issues are critical to an understanding of past research on flooddamage abatement because they represent the unavoidable, and in many
cases explicit, biases of particular studies.
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The particular list of "related research focii" that was used in this project was constructed partly from suggestions in the literature reporte.d
earlier in this report. Twenty-two such focii were used to classify the
"related aspect(s)" of the 971 emphases found among the 136 studies
that were reviewed. These focii appear as column headings in Table 5.
Three '~other" categories were used in order to classify emphases that did
not correspond to one of the 22 pre-established classes. Approximately
4 percent of the 971 emphases were located in these "other related focii"
categories. For the most _part, these issues dealt with aesthetics ("beautification," "scenic quality,'' etc.) and legislation ("legal," "political,"
'"government," etc.). Among the pre-established classes, "economic
values" (25 percent) and ''land-use policy" ( 18 percent) were found
most frequently. The third most frequently found issue was "architectural design," accounting for 7 percent of the emphases-far less than the
first two areas. In the 5-7-percent range were "health," "individual perceptions," and "community power." The remaining 28 percent of the
971 emphases were distributed among the remaining 16 (or 64 percent
of 25) categories. Clearly, the primary emphasis in non-engineering flooddamage abatement studies has been in the field of economics. This is
particularly the case if the study of land-use policy is classified as an
economic study, as it has often been in the past (e.g., Brown, Contini,
and McGuire [1972] ).
Abatement Methods and Related Issues Cross-Classified: While the classification variables of "abatement method" and "related issue," by themselves al low for accurate characterizations of past research, a cross-classification by these variables should add precision and detail. In this particular
instance, the cross-classification (Table 5) further clarifies and makes explicit the single-variable classification conclusions.
Each classification variable has 25 categories. When cross-classified, the
number of possible categories is 25 x 25 = 625; when excluding all of the
"other" categories, the number of possible pre-established "substantive"
categories becomes 17 x 22 = 374. The term "cells" wi_ll be used in this
report to refer to categories that resu It from bi-variate cross-classification.
As shown in Table 5, many of these cells are "empty," that is, none of
the 971 research emphases was located within them. Of the 374 substantive cells, 201 are empty, leaving 173 with at least one emphasis. The
distribution of research emphases among these 173 cells is uneven: the
number of emphases per cell ranges from 1 to 40 with 9 cells having frequ~ncies of 20 or more, and only 20 cells having frequencies of 10 or
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more. These 20 cells represent the concentration of emphases in past research on flood-damage abatement methods. To summarize:
1. In 136 pub Iications on flood-damage abatement, 971 research
emphases were found; they were cross-classified into a 25 x 25,
or 625-cell matrix of abatement methods by related issues.
2. The actual distribution of emphases made use of 173 of the
374 substantive ("other" cells excluded) cells of the matrix.
3. Among these 173 cells, only 20 ( 12 percent) contained 10 or
more research emphases.
4. The total number of emphases located in these 20 cells, however, was 373, or 47 percent of the 793 possible substantive
("other" emphases excluded) emphases.
5. Thus, because of substantial disproportionality, these 20 topics
are concluded to be an accurate description of the central trend
of concentration for non-engineering research on flood-damage
abatement methods.
6. Conversely, the remaining 153 topics (substantive cells) are
concluded not to be indicative of any central research trend because the distribution of the remaining 420 substantive research
emphases is close to a proportionately equal distribution.
A somewhat different way of reporting these findings, in summary, is
to indicate that these 20 topics averaged 18.65 emphases, whereas the
other 153 topics averaged only 2.75 emphases-clearly a disproportionate
emphasis in the literature.
These 20 research topics that form the central trend for non-engineering
research on flood-damage abatement methods are presented in Table 6.
The information in this Table is consistent with what could have been
expected from the frequencies of each of the classification variables and
the items of the "other" categories, as discussed above. Damming, with
an emphasis on economic values ("economics'') was the most frequently
found research topic. In addition, economics was emphasized in combination with all seven of the most frequently studied abatement methods;
damming, in turn, was emphasized in combination with all but one of
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the seven most frequently studied related issues. Channeling and land
use were reported also in many of these most frequently found research
topics. The non-structural methods of zoning and insuring also follow
th is pattern.
While a study may have been classified in several different cells of Table
5 because of distinctly different emphases within the study, a study was
classified only once in a particular cell. Thus, the numbers in Table 5
represent (for any given cell only) the number of different studies, of
the 136 reviewed, that were so classified. For example, the most frequent
emphasis in the literature was damming/economics (see Table 6) and was
found in 40 of the 136 studies (see Table 5); the tenth most frequently
found topic was damming/recreation (see Table 6) and was found in 17
of the 136 studies (see Table 5). While a descriptive review of all of these
studies is beyond the scope of this report, the remainder of this section
will present brief reviews of certain selected studies which exemplify
these most frequently found non-engineering research topics on flooddamage abatement methods.
In terms of comprehensiveness, the wide variety of the reports reviewed
in this study is exemplified by a comparison of Maddock [1976] and
Mack [1975]. Maddock's four-page article is one of four on flood-damage
abatement that appeared in the March-April 1976 issue of the Journal
of Soil and Water Conservation. Maddock_focuses on channeling and land
use, and channeling and vegetation; thus, he contributed two emphases
to the 971 found among the 136 reports reviewed. The first of these was
a frequently found emphasis, as shown in Tables 5 and 6.
The Mack [1975] report, on the other hand, is a 112-page report of a
regional water-control assessment project which had 21 distinct emphases
including nine of the most frequently found (see Table 6). These emphases
are damming and economics/land use/recreation/agriculture; proofing
and economics; zoning and economics/land use; and insuring and economics/land use. Both of these reports are quite useful because of their
unique contributions to the literature; but because of the different form
and purpose of the reports, and hence comprehensiveness, they could
make a quantitative assessment of the empirical frequency of past research topics difficult if the focus were not on emphases as the units of
analysis.
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The strong emphasis on the economic aspect of flood-damage abatement
is exemplified in two reports: White's [1964] The Choice of Adjustment
to Floods and Lind's [1967] Water Resources Research journal article,
"Flood Control Alternatives and the Economics of Flood Protection."
White's book focuses on the economics and · land-use policies of nine
flood -damage abatement methods, including the frequently emphasized
damming, channeling, proofing, insuring, and warning methods. Lind
concentrates on the economics of damming, channeling, proofing, zoning, insuring, and warning. In terms of the number of alternative flooddamage reduction methods covered by these publications, they are quite
comprehensive; but because they focus primarily on only one related
issue-economics-they also are restricted.
In terms of the structural prevention literature, four studies were selected as being quite exemplary. Theiler [1969] and Bultena [1974] both
reported the effects of damming local communities. Theiler describes
the effects of damming on land-use policy and activity in Wisconsin,
while Bultena focuses on the effects of damming on individual perceptions and attitudes in Iowa. The environmental impact statement prepared by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,San Francisco District [1971],
regarding the effects of channeling the San Leandro Creek, is a comprehensive study of eight issues related to channeling. Among these issues
are economics, land use, and health-issues most frequently found as
research emphases related to channeling as an abatement method. In
addition to damming and channeling, the floodpr9ofing of buildings
("proofing") was a third major structural abatement method emphasized
in the reviewed literature. The Federal Insurance Administration's [1976]
manual on elevated residential structures provides a thorough review of
this method and its economic advantages and disadvantages.
One of the major non-structural methods of reducing flood damage is
"simply 0 to relocate the population to less flood-prone areas or at least
off of the floodplain itself. This method usually is coupled with the construction of a dam or other structure which produces a reservoir, leaving
little alternative to the inhabitants but to relocate. The studies by Leadley
[1975] and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Portland District [1976a],
are examples of such studies where the research emphasis is not on the
initial structural change but rather on the consequential relocation phase.
In each case, the related issue is economics. Leadley's research concerns
a reservoir in Pennsylvania, while the Corps of Engineers' environmental
impact study was conducted in Oregon. In addition to relocating, the
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non-structural abatement methods of zoning and insuring were frequently
found. The public affairs newsletter written by Galetschky (1974] provides a succinct summary of these two approaches, particularly as they
relate to land-use policy and architectural design. A more detailed discussion of flood insurance is given in an article by Loughlin (1971] in
which he presents an analysis of the economic pros and cons of the "flood
insurance model'' and the "existing policy model." A more specific description of zoning as a flood-damage abatement method is presented
by Wood (1968], who focuses on the overlaps which may exist among
zoning ordinances in many localities. The report by Cheney and Miller
(1975] includes elaborate and extensive taxonomic work on non-structural methods generally; and for the states of Connecticut, Massachusetts,
New Hampshire, and Vermont specifically, it focuses on zoning and insuring as major components of this taxonomic work.
While most emergency flood-damage abatement measures were not frequently found in the literature, the particular method of warning was
found to be frequently associated with the related issues of economics
and land-use policy. A typical study with these focii is that conducted
by Benson (1968] for the U.S. Geological Survey.
Even though this is not an exhaustive discussion of the literature, it is
representative of the most frequently found non-engineering research
topics on flood-damage abatement, revealed by the quantitative analysis
of materials reviewed for this project. The second part of this report will
focus on research needs for the future-both as an extension of the direction of this past work and as new directions suggested by selected publics.
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FUTURE SOCIAL SCIENCE NEEDS FOR RESEARCH
ON FLOOD-DAMAGE ABATEMENT METHODS

I. Suggestions by Selected Publics
Although an analysis of the qualitative and quantitative character of past
research can point to areas of needed research, it cannot provide a complete assessment. A statement of work that needs to be undertaken is
crucial but is much more elusive. To assess more completely the needs
for non-engineering research on flood-damage abatement, two different
populations of persons were sampled and surveyed for their opinions on
this issue. The first population consists of '"environmental sociologists"
who form a professional group; the second population consists of subscribers to a water resources publication. This population, while not
forming a "'professional'' group, should have informed opinions as to
the needs for future research. This chapter includes a description of the
methods of data collection and findings from the empirical survey of each
of these populations or identifiable "publics."
A. Environmental Sociologists
A secondary focus of this study was the analysis of perceptions of environmental sociologists. The sample was obtained through the Directory
of Environmental Sociologists [Dunlap, 1975]. Dunlap [p. 1] comments,
"I believe the resulting 263 entries in this directory represent a large
majority of the active Environmental Sociologists in the United States.
Th is statement is based on a comparison of the entrants with the authors
of papers and publications in Environmental Sociology" [p. 1]. For the
present study, an "environmental sociologist" is an individual who is concerned about, and has a commitment to study, sociological perspectives
relating to environmental issues. This does not limit classification of individuals to those who have earned a specific degree-the approach followed by Dunlap. All entrants in this directory (excluding Paulson, an
investigator in this report) were mailed a seven-page questionnaire with
an accompanying cover letter on August 20, 1976 (see Appendix 8, Instrument #1, Letters #1 and #2). A follow-up questionnaire, with an
amended cover letter, was mailed September 15, 1976. The last usable
questionnaire was returned on February 21, 1977. A total of 181 (69
percent) usable questionnaires were returned and analyzed.
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There are several ways to determine the response bias in survey research.
Since the rate of return was nearly 70 percent, it was considered likely
that the respondents were representative of the sample; however, correlations were calculated of the date of return with the response to each
item on each of the four scales. Such correlation coefficients wou l·d indicate any amount of variance explained in the response to each item
that was dependent upon the date of return. This measurement would
show if the respondents who returned the questionnaires at a later date
varied significantly from those who returned the questionnaires promptly. The operatin.g assumption is that those respondents returning questionnaires at a later·date are representative of those who did not respond.
If this assumption is true, then the desired resu It is that there be no correlation between the date of return and the perceptions of the respondents.
The correlations were calculated as zero-order, with all of the respondents' perceptions (including the reporting of "no opinion°). Four itemswater resources, energy conservation, population growth/changes, and
economic values-were significant at the .05 level. However, the item with
the highest level of significance-energy conservation-has a correlation
coefficient of -0.1794 and thus only explains 3.2 percent of the variation of the response to this item due to the date of return. Overall, there
is little chance of a response bias among environmental sociologists if
it is assumed that late respondents are similar to non-respondents.
There were four background characteristics gathered for the sample: place
of residence, year of highest degree, degree obtained, and knowledge of
research. The location of residence of the respondents was categorized
by the 50 states and the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, Canada, and
the general category, "overseas." Table 7 presents the frequency distribution of the 181 respondents in the 54 locations of residence, hereafter
referred to as q'localities.'# Colorado and Washington had the highest
number of respondents with 12 each, followed by Massachusetts with 9;
California, Illinois, and Pennsylvania with 8 each; and Ohio and Virginia
with 7 each. Eleven localities had no respondents.
The year of the highest academic degree was collapsed into five-year intervals (except for the first period, which includes six years) beginning
with 1940 and ending with 1975 (Table 8). Over half (53 percent) of
the respondents obtained their highest degrees in the last decade. The
highest degree obtained by the respondents was predominately (77.8
percent) a doctoral degree. The other educational levels reported were
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B.A./B.S. (6 percent), M.A./M.S. (5.5 percent), and doctoral candidate
( 17. 1 percent).
The category of "knowledge of research ' ' indicated whether the respondent had conducted research related to environmental issues and if he/she
knew of research related to environmental issues conducted by others.
In the overall assessment, less than half (44.8 percent) had conducted
their own research, and just slightly more (57 .5 percent) knew of research
that had been conducted by others.
The basic purpose of the survey instrument was to assess the perceptions
of the sample in four major areas. As more extensively discussed in the
first part of th is report, these areas and the specific questions asked, were
derived in part from four publications: James [1975]; U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers, Vicksburg District [1967]; U.S. Department of the Interior,
Office of Water Resources and Technology [1976]; and Virginia Water
Resources Research Center [1974]. The four major areas were: ( 1) General Environmental Issues, consisting of 12 questions; (2) Water Resource
Areas, consisting of 10 questions; (3) Sociological Aspects, consisting of
7 questions; and (4) Flood-Damage Reduction Methods, consisting of 6
questions. These four areas, or scales, are presented as a logical progression
from general areas to the more specific topics of study, in the order listed
above. The response to each question in each area was selected by the
respondent from the choices: ,.very important/' "somewhat important,"
"not important," ' 4 no opinion." Appendix B contains a copy of the questionnaire (see Instrument # 1).
In three of these scales-General Environmental Issues, Sociological Aspects, and Water Resource Areas-two of the questions or "items" were
labeled as "other," which, along with the other specified items, the respondents could specify and indicate degree of importance for further
social research. In all cases, where a respondent chose an item specified
in the "other" category, he reported "very important." Tables 9, 10,
and 11 present the items that were specified in the Hother" items for
each area. From the responses to the "other" items for each of the three
areas surveyed, there seemed to be an overriding interest in the area of
General Environmental Issues, which had the largest number of different
responses (32) and the largest number of responses to a single "other"
item (5). In each of the other two areas-Sociological Aspects and Water
Resources-there were 17 items referred to by the respondents.
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For overall assessment of the environmental sociologists' responses to
the mail questionnaire, rankings were obtained for the items in each of
the four major areas. Of the items that received the highest ranking
(evidenced by the percentage responding "very important"), energy conservation (Table 12, Item e) ranked highest in the area of General Environment.al Issues with 76 percent of the respondents rating it "very
important," and this was the only item in which this occurred; 5 percent
reported "no op in ion." In the area of Flood-Damage Reduction Methods,
72 percent rated non-structural prevention (Table 15, Item b) "very important." The top-ranked item in the area of Sociological Aspects was
community power (Table 14, Item a) which was rated ' "very important"
by 68 percent of the respondents. Sixty-six percent responded "very important" to the water-quality protection item (Table 13, Item c) in the
area of Water Resources. These top-ranked items ranged in percentage
responding "very important" from a high of 76 to a low of 66.
The items that had the lowest percentage of "very important" responses
ranged from 4 and 5 percent, respectively, in the area of Sociological
Aspects (Table 14, Items c and d), to 19 percent for architectural design/
housing in the area of General Environmental Issues (Table 12, Item h).
In each of the four areas, there were items clearly considered the most
important. The difference in the p~rcentage responding "very important"
to the two top-ranked items was most often several percentage points
apart. The items that were most closely ranked were in the area of General Environmental Issues (Table 12); energy conservation was assessed
as "very important" by 76 percent of the respondents, followed by landuse policy/politics with 71 percent of the respondents ranking it as "very
important.'' In the other areas, the assessment was even more diverse:
water-quality protection ranked first with 66 percent, followed by watersupply conservation with 59 percent in the area of Water Resources; the
non-structural prevention item ranked first with 72 percent, followed
by the non-structural emergency item with 41 percent in the FloodDamage Prevention Methods area; and the community power/political
structure item ranked first with 68 percent, followed by the quality-oflife item with 50 percent in the area of Sociological Aspects.
Thirty-four environmental sociologists responded "very important" to
the water-resource item (Table 12, I tern a) and the flood-damage prevention item (Table 13, Item d). These 34 respondents ranked the energy
conservation item (Table 12, Item e) first, with the largest percentage
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(94 percent) reporting '~very important." This was the highest percentage obtained for any item on any of the four scales. These respondents
were consistent with the others in their ranking of the top items for each
of the four scales. The lowest percentage (6 percent) for these respondents was obtained on the structural emergency item (Table 15, Item c)
in the area of Flood-Damage Reduction Methods. The next lowest percentage ( 12 percent), again with a tie, was for educational and religious
institutions items (Table 14, Items c and d) on the Sociological Aspects
scale.
In summary, the item that obtained the highest percentage of respondents reporting it as "very important' ' was the energy conservation item
on the General Environmental Issues scale. Ninety-four percent of those
who responded "very important" to the water resource item and the
flood-damage prevention item reported that the energy conservation
item was ' '1very important." These respondents also had the lowest percentage (68 percent) reporting 0 very important''' for an item that obtained the highest ranking-the community power/political structure
item on the Sociological Aspects scale. In most instances, the educational
and religious institutions (Sociological Aspects scale) obtained the lowest
ranks when rank-ordered by Hvery important" percentage.
B. Water News Subscribers
Although environmental sociologists' perceptions provide some insight
into needed social science research on flood -damage reduction, another
very important source are those perceptions held by ' 'concerned citizens."
A "concerned citizen' " is any adult who has a particular interest in water
resources research. This interest can take a variety of forms, ranging from
economic and political self-interest to religious and familial altruism.
Therefore, environmental sociologists and the authors cited in this report
would be included, as would politicians, farmers, housewives, lawyers,
and plumbers. Describing such a collection of persons is much easier, of
course, than actually identifying them. For purposes of obtaining an
estimate of the perceptions of these people, approximately 1,300 subscribers to Water News, the Virginia Water Resources Research Center's
monthly newsletter, were selected to represent a cross-section of the
much larger and less easily identifiable population of "concerned citizens." The Water News subscription list contains names of persons who
must periodically indicate their interest in water resources by renewing
their subscription.
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Specifically, the fall 1976 subscription list for Water News contained
3,581 names divided into 60 occupational categories. Nineteen of these
categories were selected, based on their apparent representation of a wide
cross-section-from university faculty and town mayors to newspaper
environmental editors and Farm Bureau members. From these 19 selected
categories, a listing of all current subscribers was obtained. This listing
contained 1,264 names; 35 were eliminated because of vagueness of the
subscriber name, and 16 others were eliminated because they already
were included in other data-collection phases of the research. Thus, the
actual sample of Water News subscribers ("concerned citizens") was
1,213. A modified version of the questionnaire which had been administered to the environmental sociologists was sent to all 1,213 members
of the '"concerned citizens" sample with a cover letter and stamped return
envelope (see Appendix 8, Instrument #2 and Letter #6). Essentially, the
instrument asked the respondent to provide information about: ( 1) his
occupation, (2) his opinion regarding 19 water research areas, and (3) research on flood-damage prevention that he had conducted or was aware
of. This third type of information is discussed in the first part of this report. The remainder of this section thus deals with the first two types
of information requested.
Of the 1,213 questionnaires mailed in November 1976, 466 (38.42 percent) were returned in usable form. Because the mailing was at bulk rate,
the proportion of questionnaires that did not reach the respondents is
unknown, but is suspected to be somewhat high; likewise, because of
funding and time restrictions only one mailing was made. Nevertheless,
the 38-percent response rate is somewhat low in comparison with other
social science mail-questionnaire efforts for data collection. It was assumed, however, that those responding were among the more concerned,
in one way or another, and thus, any response bias would be in the desired direction. Although the overwhelming majority (85 percent) of the
respondents were Virginia residents, the average responses of the nonVirginia respondents were not appreciably different and no severe bias
is assumed for the Virginia respondents.

Table 16 presents the percentage distribution of the 466 respondents for
each of 19 areas of possible future research; the respondents were asked
to select one of the four responses: "very important," "somewhat important," "not important," or ltno opinion." The item that was seen as "very
important'# by more of the respondents than other item was "land-use
policy," followed closely by Hsoil erosion" and ''water purity," and then
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by "health and '.;waste treatment." All of these items received at least
a 60-percent endorsement of "very important," with the highest (landuse policy) receiving a 76-percent endorsement. The average "very important'' endorsement was 35.6 percent. The item that was seen as "not important'' by more of the respondents than any other item was "religious
institutions,'' followed by "family'' ' and ' 'educational institutions," and
then by '•architectural design" and '~communication systems." The highest proportions of "no opinion" items were similar to the "not important items: the religious, educational, and family institutions were most
often designated as "no opinion 11 along with the item of community
power structure. A twentieth (t) item of "other" also was included in
the questionnaire and was used by 52 ( 11 percent) of the 466 respondents to indicate areas that were not listed but ones which they felt
merited (uniformly designated ''ivery important") further research.

Table 17 presents a listing of these "other" areas designated by the respondents who mentioned more than one "other" item. The majority
of respondents focused on non-structural methods, health, and in a general sense, social topics; economic and engineering topics do not appear.
One major function of providing an "other'' category is to check on the
relevance of the specified (a through s) categories. For the most part, the
''other" topics seem to be further elaborations of the specified categories. Hence, the assumption is supported that the categories were relevant;
the differential response did indicate, in fact, true differential needs for
future research.
Nevertheless, the items represented a rather eclectic collection of topics;
the items appear, for example, in three of the four scales that were administered to the environmental sociologists. In order to discern what,
if any, underlying conceptual concerns were present among al I the items,
a data reduction technique commonly referred to as ~'exploratory factor
analysis" was used. Specifically, the following procedures and criteria
were used:
1. An item's mean response was substituted for any "no opinion"
response for that item.
2. All 19 items and 466 cases were entered into a principal components (non-specified iterations-8 performed to reach correlation matrix determinant), varimax-rotated (number of factors
extracted specified at 4) factor-computing procedure.
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3. Conceptual location of each item within a factor was based
on the largest rotated factor loading associated with the itemthe range of such coefficients was .15 to .80 with only 3 under
.30, and the largest crossloading was .26 with only 6 above .20.
The resulting 4 clusters of items are given in Table 18; titles of the 4 clusters were derived from an inspection of their prose content. The point
is that within each cluster the items listed are highly correlated with one
another, but between clusters they are not. The 4 clusters, then, indicate
distinctly different areas for these "concerned citizens." Each respondent
was assigned a value for each of the issue clusters based on his average
response ( 1 = '"not important'#; 2 = "somewhat important"; 3 = "very
important") to the items within each cluster. This value is referred to in
this report as a "cluster index." Table 19 presents a distribution of the
indices for each cluster across three categories of index values which reflect the original categories of "not important," "somewhat important,"
and '"very important" for future research.
Clearly, for these concerned citizens, the general area of health is of
major concern for future research on flood-damage abatement. That is,
76.6 percent of the respondents' health issue indices fall into the "very
important (2.34-3.00) range-much greater than the corresponding percentages for the other clusters (i.e., 39.3, 34.8, and 6. 2 percent). In particular, the three topics of water purity, waste treatment, and health are
seen as quite critical for future research. Quality of life is the fourth item
in the health-issue cluster and is of particular importance in the research
because of its bearing on sociological variables. "Quality of life" includes
economic and physiological variables, but a major component developed
in recent years is the social aspect [see James et al., 1975].
Just as clearly, the institutions are seen as of little importance for future
research on flood-damage abatement. Only 6.2 percent of the average
responses about the four institution items fell above 2.34 ("very important"), while 32.2 percent fell into the '~not important" range (less
than 1.67). The largest cluster percentage in the "somewhat important"
category, however, was also from this institutional cluster (61.2 percent),
and this may indicate a transitional period of interest in the topic.
The remaining two clusters-community environment and natural environment-had quite similar distributions of index values: 34.8 percent
versus 39.3 percent 'I/very important"; 57.3 percent versus 53.6 percent
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"somewhat important"; 7 .9 percent versus 7.1 percent "not important."
Thus, while the two "environments" are seen as qualitatively distinct in
terms of research needs in flood-damage abatement, they have very similar quantitative priority ratings overall. The point is that after health
problems (of both engineering and social origins) have been researched,
the next level of priority is "the environment" with two distinctly different focii-community and natural. As an inspection of the items within
the environmental clusters will show, a variety of sociological variables
need examination; the major variables among natural environmental focii
wou Id be associated with recreation (see Yoesting and Burkhead [1971],
for a source of such variables). Among the community environmental
focii would be several types of variables, including communication, social
power and influence, status, and stratification and mobility.

11. A Cautious Advocacy
Th is report, as well as the research itself, was designed so that the findings
and conclusions of each data collection phase could be used separately;
they are independent of each other. The purpose of this brief chapter,
however, is to present an abstracted set of recommendations for future
research based on composite implications of all of the data-collection
phases.
Overall, the research concluded that very little work has been done on
flood-damage abatement methods either by social scientists, or with a
social science perspective. The latter is evidenced by the analysis of the
contents of 136 relevant publications which indicated that other than
economic aspects, social characteristics have been a very minor part of
past non-engineering research on flood -damage reduction methods. That
social scientists have been minimally involved is strongly indicated by
the 1976 annual report of the Office of Water Research and Technology
(OWRT) [U.S. Department of the Interior, 1976]. In that report, the
frequency of OWRT Title I projects by discipline of investigator for the
last decade shows that other than economics, the social sciences (including
sociology, psychology, political science, and business) are extremely
underrepresented. Similarly, in an overall sense, the evidence seems to
imply a need for additional and much more extensive social science research on flood-damage abatement. Specifically, the evidence presented
in th is report points to three types of recommendations: ( 1) the form
of needed research, (2) the content of needed research, and (3) the methodology of needed research.
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Three basic forms of needed research are taxonomic, typological, and
propositional. The order of these three forms does, of course, represent
a basic sequential process of knowledge formalization of many scientific
disciplines and subdisciplines. An example of the kind of taxonomy
needed is Gardner's [1973, p. 31] "Classification and Framework forthe
Study of Impacts Resulting from Structural Flood Control Projects."
Gardner's major distinction is between direct and consequential impacts,
each of which is broken down into two subcategories. These two subcategories are divided further into three to six social and non-social classification cells. Gardner's taxonomy could be used as a beginning point in
a comprehensive social science study of flood-damage abatement.
Other useful taxonomies are included in the work of White [1964, p. 13;
1966, p. 257; and 1975, p. 8]; the Maryland-National Capital Park and
Planning Commission [1969, pp. 12-16]; U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Vicksburg District [1967]; Cheney [1974]; James [1974b, p. iv];and U.S.
Army -corps of Engineers and Soil Conservation Service, U.S. Department of Agriculture [1975: 22, H-5]. From basic taxonomic work, a next
useful step would be the construction oftypologies-an example of which
is James's [1964, p. 163] "characteristics of three groups of individuals,"
in terms of seven flood-related variables. The three groups of individuals
were labeled "idealizers,' • "busy," and ''analyzers." Much less typological
work has been done in this area in comparison with the taxonomic efforts; however, still less work has been done in proposition/hypothesis
specification and testing. One example of this kind of work, nevertheless,
does exist in Andrews arid Geertsen's [1974, p. 28] set of nine hypotheses
regarding flood-control proposal knowledge as a dependent variable with
various social characteristics as independent variables.
In terms of the content of needed research, the literature reviews and the
responses of environmental sociologists and concerned citizens point to
four general areas: ( 1) energy conservation, (2) health, (3) social power,
and (4) non-structural flood-damage reduction alternatives. In future
studies by social scientists, then, alternative non-structural flood-damage
abatement methods should be investigated in terms of their reciprocal
impacts on ( 1) people's attitudes, beliefs, and behavior concerning health,
(with water quality as a major subfocus) and energy conservation with
social power variables (occupation, education, income, organizational
membership, etc.) as controls; and (2) community social (political, organizational) structure. This recommendation shou Id take the structure
of a nucleus from which the content of future studies could grow, and
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as a content it is seen as relevant to all three forms (taxonomies, typologies, hypotheses) of needed research discussed above.
Because the forms and content of needed research are varied, the relevant
methodological approaches are also varied. This is supported by specific
suggestions found in the literature as well as by previous research. As a
general and overriding method, however, longitudinal studies are seen as
the most critical need. Time series data-whether cohort, trend, or panelare necessary to document the increasingly rapid changes in many of the
variables mentioned above. More specifically, longitudinal, exploratory
qualitative approaches are necessary for the taxonomic and typological
work, while longitudinal, questionnaire-quantitative approaches would
be appropriate for hypothesis-testing work. Quantitative, causal modelbuild ing and testing is seen as an important ultimate goal of these longitudinal studies. It is hoped thatsuch models would allow foran integration
of knowledge concerning the social aspects of flood-damage abatement
with related knowledge in the wider focus of the social aspects of water
resources control and utilization [see Walker, 1967].
The point of th is report has not been to provide ready-made research
problems and much less, to provide answers to any research questions.
The goal has been, rather, to provide a documentation and assessment
of general directions that research on the social aspects of flood-damage
abatement has taken in the past and should take in the future.
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TABLE 1
Classification of Past Research by Type of Publication
Number

Percentage

Conference proceeding
Professional journal article
Popular article
Published book

8
35
9
12

5.88
25.73
6.62
8.82

Sponsored research report
Mimeographed working paper
Official policy statement
Other

56
8
2
6

41.20
5.88
1.47
4.40

136

100.00

Type of Publication

Total

TABLE 2
Classification of Past Research by Type of Research
Type of Research

Number

Percentage

Taxonomic, theoretical
Literature review
Content analysis
Survey

30
1
1
16

22.06
0.74
0.74
11.76

Available data analysis
Case study
Project evaluation
Other

15
38
19
16

11.03
27.94
13.97
11.76

136

100.00

Total

60

TABLE 3
Frequency Distribution of the Number of Distinct Topical Emphases
Among 136 Research Reports on Flood-Damage Abatement
Number of
Documents

Total Number
of Emphases

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
12
13
14
15
16
18
19
20
21
23
24
30
31
32
40
42

24
19
11
12
7
20
3
8
2
3
3
3
1
4
1
4
1
1
2
1

24
38
33
48
35
120
21
64
18
30
36
39
14
60
16

Total

136

Number of Emphases
Per Document

72

19
20
42
23
24
30
31
32
40
42
971
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TABLE 4
A Taxonomy of Six General Types of Flood-Damage
Abatement Methods With Pre-Established and "Other''' Subclasses
Directness of Method
Timing of Method

Structural

Non-Structural

Prevention:

TYPE 1
Damming*
Channeling*
Flood Proof Buildings*
Drainage

TYPE 2
Zoning*
Relocation*
Flood Insurance*
Taxation*

Elevation
Breakwater
Levee
Floodwall

Education*
Communication
Planning
Mapping

Open Space
Dredging
Pumping
Crossings
Diking

Forecasting
Legislation
Public Participation
Management
Building Codes

Emergency:

TYPE 3
Sandbagging*
Sealing*

TYPE 4
Evacuation*
Policing*
Warning*
Information

Rehabilitation:

TYPE 5
Temporary Housing*
Restoration*
Technical Assistance

TYPE 6
Disaster Relief*
Information Dissemination*
Loans

*A "pre-established subclass" created prior to data collection; items not marked by
an asterisk were created after data collection and are referred to as "other" subclasses.
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TABLE 5
Summary of Past Research Emphases
Related Research Focus
Flood-Damage
Abatement
Method

Forestry
Resources

Structural Prevention
1. Damming
2. Channeling
3. Flood proofing
buildings
4. Other

6*
4

Mining
Atmospheric
Resources Resources
4
4

Energy
Land-use
Conservation Policy
5
2

24
20
12
6

Non-Structural Prevention
5. Zoning
6. Relocation
7. Flood insurance
8. Taxation
9. Education
10. Other

21
9
24
9
6
7

Structural Emergency
11. Sandbagging
12. Sealing
13. Other
Non-Structural Emergency
14. Evacuation
15. Policing
16. Warning
17. Other

4
11
1

Structural Rehabilitation
18. Temporary housing
19. Restoration
20. Other

1
4

Non-Structural Rehabilitation
21. Disaster relief
22. Information
dissemination
23. Other

6
4

24. Other floodrelated topics

4

25. Other waterrelated topics
Total

11

9

0

1

4

8

178

*Values indicate number of distinct emphases in 136 selected studies; many studies
had more than one.
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TABLE 5 (continued)
Related Research Focus
Flood-Damage
Abatement
Method
Structural Prevention
1. Damming
2. Channeling
3. Flood proofing
buildings
4. Other
Non-Structural Prevention
5. Zoning
6. Relocation
7. Flood insurance
8. Taxation
9. Education
10. Other

TransArchitectural Population
portation
Design
Changes Recreation Health
7
4

3
3

1
3

10
3

2
1
1

8
1
14
3
2
3

17
9

12
10
4

3
3

4

9
1
4
1
5

Structural Emergency
11. Sandbagging
12. Sealing
13. Other
Non-Structural Emergency
14. Evacuation
15. Policing
16. Warning
17 . Other
Structural Rehabilitation
18. Temporary housing
19. Restoration
20. Other

4
2

2
1

Non-Structural Rehabilitation
21. Disaster relief
2
22. Information
dissemination
23. Other
24. Other floodrelated topics

6
1

1
3

2

5
2

2

25. Other waterrelated topics
Total

64

2
28

66

7

43

64

TABLE 5 (continued)
Related Research Focus
Flood-Damage
Abatement
Method

Agriculture
and Gardening

Structural Prevention
1. Damming
2. Channeling
3. Flood proofing
buildings
4. Other
Non-Structural Prevention
5. Zoning
6. Relocation
7. Flood insurance
8. Taxation
9. Education
10. Other

Community
Power

13
3

8
5

1
4

2
1

5
3
1
1

2
3
3
2

Family
Cohesion

Educational
Institutions

5

Structural Emergency
11. Sandbagging
12. Sealing
13. Other
Non-Structural Emergency
14. Evacuation
15. Policing
16. Warning
17. Other
Structural Rehabilitation
18. Temporary housing
19. Restoration
20. Other

2
2

7

2
1

Non-Structural Rehabilitation
21. Disaster relief
22. Information
dissemination
23. Other

2

2

2

24. Other floodrelated topics
25. Other waterrelated topics

Total

2
42

47

6

10

65

TABLE 5 (continued)
Related Research Focus
Flood-Damage
Abatement
Method

Soil
Religious
Economic Quality Individual
Institutions Values
of Life Perceptions Erosion

Structural Prevention
1. Damming
2. Channeling
3. Flood proofing
buildings
4. Other
Non-Structural Prevention
5. Zoning
6. Relocation
7. Flood insurance
8. Taxation
9. Education
10. Other

1
2
1

Structural Emergency
11. Sandbagging
12. Sealing
13. Other

Structural Rehabilitation
18. Temporary housing
19. Restoration
20. Other

4
7

23
10

4
1

3
3

2
2

28
11
25
8
5
11

3
1
1
1
2

5
4
3
1
2
7

2

2

2

16
1

3
1

5

2

2

8
4

24. Other floodrelated topics

66

14
3

3
8

Non-Structural Rehabilitation
21. Disaster Relief
22. Information
dissemination
23. Other

Total

6
4

1
2

Non-Structural Emergency
14. Evacuation
15. Policing
16. Warning
17. Other

25. Other waterrelated topics

40
28

4

2

1

6
10

2

244

32

60

21

TABLE 5 (continued)
Related Research Focus
Flood-Damage
Abatement
Method
Structural Prevention
1. Damming
2. Channeling
3. Flood proofing
buildings
4. Other

WildCommunication
life Fishing
Other Other Other TOT AL
Systems
7
7

4

6
6

Non-Structural Prevention
5. Zoning
6. Relocation
7. Flood insurance
8. Taxation
9. Education
10. Other

185
125

2
5

4
1

71
39

6
1
3

96
43
84
27
25
52

Structural Emergency
11. Sandbagging
12. Sealing
13. Other

2
3
0

Non-Structural Emergency
14. Evacuation
15. Policing
16. Warning
17. Other

21
1
61
5

3

Structural Rehabilitation
18. Temporary housing
19. Restoration
20. Other

5
31
3

Non-Structural Rehabilitation
21. Disaster relief
22. Information
dissem.ination
23. Other

2

27

2

18
3

24. Other floodrelated topics
25 . Other waterrelated topics

Total

22

3

17

16

11

35

1

22

6

971

0

67

TABLE 6
Twenty Most Frequently Found
Non-Engineering Research Topics on Flood-Damage Abatement
Abatement
Method

Related Research Issue

Damming and:

Economics (1)*; Land Use (5.5); Health (15.5); Recreation (10);
Agriculture ( 14); Perceptions ( 12.5)

Channeling and:

Ecc»nomics (2.5); Land Use (9); Health (19.5)

Proofing and:

Economics (7); Land Use (15.5); Architecture (19.5)

Insuring and:

Economics (4); Land Use (5.5); Architecture ( 12.5)

Zoning and:

Economics (2.5) ; Land Use (8)

Warning and:

Economics ( 11); Land Use ( 17 .5)

Relocation and:

Economics (17 .5)

*Number in parentheses is the rank order (by number of "emphases") of the topic,
where 1 =the most frequent topic, of the 173 substantive topics, found in 136 studies;
2.5 =the second and third (tied) most frequently found topics, etc. These 20 topics
include only those that were emphasized in at least 10 different studies.
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TABLE 7
Residence of Responding Environmental Sociologists
2*

Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida

0
2

0
8
12

0
1

6
3

Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana

3
0
0
8

Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine

5
2

5

3
2
1

Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi

3
9

Missouri
Montana

3
6

2

3
3

Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Puerto Rico
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Canada
Overseas

2

0
1
2

0
12
2

7
2
2

8
0
1

0
1

3
5

6
0
7
12
0

5
2
5

3

*Number of respondents.
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TABLE 8
Year of Highest Academic Degree Obtained
by Responding Environmental Sociologists
Vear Category

Number

Percentage

1940-1945
1946-1950
1951-1955
1956-1960

4
4
14
7

2.2
2.2
7.7
3.9

1961-1965
1966-1970
1971-1975
Currently Enrolled

21
50
46
35

11.6
27.6
25.5
19.3

181

100.0

Total
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TABLE 9
Specified Items Reported by Environmental Sociologists
as "Other" in the General Environmental Issues Scale
Laws of institutions related
to resources (2 respondents)

Agriculture (2 resp.o ndents)

Social change

Noise (2 respondents)

Individual values and goals

Ocean resources

Land tenure patterns

Less-developed countries

Nuclear technology

Interest group behavior (2 respondents)

Energy/politics (5 respondents)

Health resources

Citizen participation (2 respondents)

Social impact assessment (2 respondents)

Power of big business

Migration

Technology /society interface

Protection of wildlife (2 respondents)

Environmental perception

Physical esthetics

Who pays and who benefits from
socio-cultural change (5 respondents)

Natural hazards

Anticipated consequences
of policy recommendations

Urbanization

Crime and social defense

Public safety

Zero population growth

Theology/philosophy
of environmental issues

Reduction in consumption

Attitudes

Sociology of planning

Life styles
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TABLE10
Specified Items Reported by Environmental Sociologists
as '"Other" in the Water Resources Areas Scale
Social change

Energy

Floodplain management

Water development

Wild and natural water recreation
preservation (2 respondents)

Water management

Rights to water sources (3 respondents)

Irrigation

Citizen participation (4 respondents)

Social organizational adaption to change

Perception of health effects
of water pollution

Rural water system access/equity

Politics (4 respondents)

Social impact assessment (2 respondents)

Ground water

Economics

Wetlands

TABLE 11
Specified Items Reported by Environmental Sociologists
as "Other" in the Sociological Aspects Scale
Recreation

Risk-assessment processing

Collective responses and flood hazards

Public-private distinctions

Organizational procedures
(2 respondents)

Community value/norm systems

Public decisionmaking

Neighborhood voluntary action

Social change

Dam-building interest groups and politics

Community solidarity and
development (2 respondents)

Preservation of scarce wildlife

Family recovery

Mass media

Economic institutions

Formal voluntary organizations
(2 respondents)

Effect of economics and power
on individual perceptions
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TABLE12
Percentage Distribution of Responses by Environmental Sociologists
to Items in the General Environmental Issues Scale

Scale Item (Rank)

Very
%
Somewhat
Not
No
Important Important Important Opinion Total

a.
b.
c.
d.

Water resources (4) *
Forestry resources (8)
Mining resources (9)
Atmospheric resources (10)

56
23
23
20

35
62
54
51

3
8
13
15

e.
f.
g.
h.

Energy conservation ( 1)
Land-use policy (2)
Transportation (6)
Architectural design ( 12)

76
71
45
19

19
21
45
51

i.
j.
k.
I.

Population changes (3)
Recreation ( 11)
Health (5)
Agricultural products (7)

58
20
56
24

34
50
35
47

13

100
100
100
100

0
3
7
15

5
4
3
4

100
100
100
100

5
25
5
20

4
5
4
9

100
100
100
100

3
7

10

*Value in parentheses is the rank order of the item according to the percentage of
the 181 respondents who indicated "very important"; 1 =highest percentage. For this
ranking the non-rounded percent values were used and there were no ties.
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TABLE13
Percentage Distribution of Responses by Environmental Sociologists
to Items in the Water Resources Areas Scale

Scale Item (Rank)

No
%
Very
Somewhat
Not
Important Important Important Opinion Total

a.
b.
c.
d.

Nature of water ( 10) *
Water conservation (2)
Water quality ( 1)
Flood damage (6)

14
59
66
28

38
29
25
47

24
3
3
17

24
9
6
8

100
100
100
100

e.
f.
g.
h.

Water recreation (8)
Water-use planning \4)
Waste treatment (3)
Marine environment (9)

17
34
47
17

45
46
37
42

29
8
7
25

8
12
9
16

100
100
100
100

21
30

42
41

23
15

14
13

100
100

i. Commercial food (7)
j. Water energy (5)

*Value in parentheses is the rank order of the item according to the percentage of
the 181 respondents who indicated "very important"; 1 =highest percentage. For this
ranking the non-rounded percent values were used and there were no ties.

TABLE14
Percentage Distribution of Responses by Environmental Sociologists
to Items in the Sociological Aspects Scale

Scale Item (Rank)
a.
b.
c.
d.

Very
Somewhat
Not
No
%
Important Important Important Opinion Total

Community power (1 )*
Family cohesion (5)
Education (6)
Religion (7)

68
29
5
4

19
37
53
34

3
20
30
49

9
14
12
13

100
100
100
100

e. Economic values (4)
f. Quality of life (2)
g. Individual perceptions (3)

33
50
41

46
30
30

9
9
16

12
11
13

100
100
100

*Value in parentheses is the rank order of the item according to the percentage of
the 181 respondents who indicated "very important"; 1 =highest percentage. For this
ranking the non-rounded percent values were used and there were no ties.
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TABLE15
Percentage Distribution of Responses by Environmental Sociologists
to Items in the Flood-Damage Reduction Scale

Scale Item (Rank)
a. Structural prevention (4) *
b. Non-structural prevention ( 1)
c. Structural emergency (6)

Very
Somewhat
Not
No
%
Important Important Important Opinion Total

8

32
17
36

34
2
39

16
9
17

100
100
100

d. Non-structural emergency (2)
41
e. Structural rehabilitation (5)
15
f. Non-structural rehabilitation (3) 33

35
48
43

10
22
11

14
16
14

100
100
100

19

72

*Value in parentheses is the rank order of the item according to the percentage of
the 181 respondents who indicated "very important"; 1 =highest percentage. For this
ranking the non-rounded percent values were used and there were no ties.
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TABLE16
Percentage Distribution of Water News Subscribers' Responses
for Various Issues, in Terms of Importance
for Future Research on Flood-Damage Abatement {N = 466)

Item
a.
b.
c.
d.

Community Power
Land-use policy
Quality of life
Transportation

e.
f.
g.
h.

Architectural design
Recreation
Agriculture
Family

i. Education
j. Religion
k. Economics
I. Forestry products
m. Soil erosion
n. Wildlife
o. Fishing
p. Water purity
q.
r.
s.
t.

Waste treatment
Health
Communication systems
Other

76

%
No
Not
Very
Somewhat
Important Important Important Opinion Total

26
76
41
18
17
22
53
13
10
3
28
23

33
13
39
52
40
51
33
29
34
19
37
48

14
2
7
15
23
14
4
31
27
46
11
15

28
8
14
16
21
14
10
27
28
32
23
15

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

70
32
26
68
61
63
16
11

19
47
46
19

2
10
14
5
6
5
19
0

9
13
14
9

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

26
23
42
0

8
9
22
89

TABLE17
Specified Items Reported by Water News Subscribers
as "Other" Future Flood-Damage Reduction Research Topics
Zoning (3 respondents)

Plant diseases

Sociologists

Prevent habitation (2 respondents)

Human life (3 respondents)

Legal institutions

Flood-control works

Conservation

Channelization

Obtain grants

Saving wetlands

Rainfall/streamflow research

Urbanization

Group attitudes

Utilities

Advance planning (5 respondents)

Sand dunes

Political institutions (2 respondents)

Natural vegetation

Flood insurance (2 respondents)

Flood forecasting (2 respondents)

Runoff control

Information dissemination

Ecological resiliency

Landscape design

Art museums

Aesthetics

Irrigation (2 respondents)

Direct assistance

Energy systems

Solid wastes

Pesticides

Drinking water

Water supply

Mineral resources

Aquatic I ife

Sediment control

Poverty

Relocation

Safety (2 respondents)

Up/downstream effects

Historical structures (2 respondents)

Public awareness (2 respondents)

Dam construction (3 respondents)
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TABLE18
Issue Clusters Derived from Factor Analysis
of Water News Subscribers' Responses
Community Environment

Natural Environment

a. Community power structure

f. Recreation

b. Land-use policy

g. Agriculture

d. Transportation systems

I. Forestry products

e. Architectural design

m. Soil erosion

s. Communication systems

n. Wildlife
o. Fishing

Institutions
h. Family institution

Health

i. Educational institution

c. Quality of life

j. Religious institution

p. Water purity

k. Economic institution

q. Waste treatment
r. Health

TABLE19
Frequency Distribution of Issue Cluster Index Categories
Derived from Water News Subscribers' Responses
Issue Cluster Index Categories
Not
Important
( 1.00-1.66)

Somewhat
Important
(1.67-2.33)

%

Community environment

37

7.9

267 57.3

162 34.8

466 100

Natural environment

33

7 .1

250 53.6

183 39.3

466 100

150 32.2

287 61.6·

Institutions
Health

78

22

4.7

87 18.7

N

%

Total

N

N

%

Very
Important
(2.34-3.00)

N

%

6.2

466 100

357 76.6

466 100

29

APPENDIX A
Flood-Damage Abatement Literature Cataloging Form
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CONTENT INFORMATION FORM, FLOOD DAMAGE REDUCTION LITERATURE
BIBLIOGRAPHIC ENTRY :
(ASR FORMAT)

TYPE OF PUBLICATION:
(If publication is a series of separate reports bound together,
report each on a separate form . )
1.
2.
3.
4.

conference pro~eedings
professional journal article
popular article, flyer, etc.
published book, monograph

5.
6.
7.
8.

sponsored research report, bulletin
mimeograph working paper
official policy statement, law, etc.
other : ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

TYPE OF RESEARCH:
1. taxonomic, theoretical
5 . available data analysis
2. literature review, bibliographic 6. case study, observation
3. content analysis
7. project evaluation, impact statement

4 . survey, q ' aire, interview

8. other:

RESEARCH SITE(S) :

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE DOCUMENT:

SUMMARY OF FOCII OF THE DOCUMENT:
(As recorded on reverse side of this form . )

EMPHASIS
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FLOOD CLASS

RELATED CLASS

EMPHASIS

1.

4.

2.

5.

3.

6.

FLOOD CLASS

RELATED CLASS

FLOOD DAMAGE REDUCTION CATEGORIES:
(Circle as many as are emphasized in the document.)

STRUCTURAL PREVENTION:
1.
2.
3.
4.

damming
channeling
flood proofing buildings
other:

NON-STRUCTURAL PREVENTION:
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

zoning
relocation
flood insurance
taxation
education
other:

STRUCTURAL EMERGENCY:
11. sandbagging
12. sealing
13. other:

NON-STRUCTURAL EMERGENCY:
14.
15.
16.
17.

evacuation
policing
warning
other:

STRUCTURAL REHABILITATION
18. temporary housing
19. restoration
20. other:

NON-STRUCTURAL REHABILITATION
21. disaster relief
22 . information dissemination
23. other:

OTHER FLOOD RELATED TOPICS
24.

OTHER WATER RELATED TOPICS
25.

RELATED ASPECTS OF THE STUDY:
(For each category circled above, select one or more of the following
aspects which are clearly emphasized and related to it. Record such
categories with the corresponding flood damage class on the reverse
side of this form.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

forestry resources
mining resources
atmospheric resources
energy conservation
land use policy
transportation
architectual design
population changes
recreation
health
agriculture and gardening
community power
family cohesion

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23 .
24.
25.

educational institutions
religious institutions
economic values
quality of life
individual perceptions
soil erosion
wildlife
fishing
conununication systems
other:
other:
other:
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APPENDIX B
Mail Questionnaires and Form Letters Used in the Study
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INSTRUMENT 111

FLOOD DAMAGE PREVENTION SURVEY

In this questionnaire we are interested in learning, first of all, your
opinions about the need for sociological r esearch in several environmental
areas.

Secondly, we would like to know about r esea1'C1h you have conducted

or are aware of, and research which you believe is needed in the specific
area of flood dpmage prevention methods.
We are particularly interested in r eviewing puhlished woi•k; if you have
article reprints, research reports or sumnaries which ar e r elevent to our
focus, please include them in the return envelope.

If

~!OU

would Zike to

receive a copy of our research summary, check the box be low and we will
be glad to mail it to you.
Thank you again for your assistance .

CJ
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Check this box if you would like a copy of our r esearch swrrmai'!.' .

GENERAL ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES

Listed below are some areas that environmental sociologists have focused
on in their research. Assuming that all cannot be strongly emphasized,
indicate your opinion of their relative importance for future sociological
research by circling the appropriate number.
very
important

somewhat
important

not
important

no
opinion

(3)

( 2)

(1)

(O)

a.

water resources

0

b.

forestry resources

0

c.

mining resources

0

d.

atmospheric resources

0

e.

energy conservation

0

f.

land use policy/politics

0

g.

transportation systems

0

h.

architectual design/housing

i.

population growth/changes

0

j.

recreation/leisure/sports

0

k.

health/quality of life

0

1.

agricultural production/gardening

m.

other

n.

other

3

0

1

0
0

(SPECIFY)
0
(SPECIFY)
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WATER RESOURCE AREAS

Listed below are broad areas that have been suggested for future sociological
research within the field of water resources. Once again, assume that all
cannot be equally emphasized, and indicate your opinion of their relative
importance by circling appropriate number.
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very
important

somewhat
important

not
important

(3)

(2)

(1)

no
opinion
(O)

a.

nature of water/water cycle

1

0

b.

water supply conservation

1

0

c.

water quality protection

0

d.

flood damage prevention

0

e.

water recreation development

1

0

f.

water resource monitoring/
planning

1

0

g.

waste treatment

0

h.

marine environment/desalinization

0

i.

commercial food production

0

j.

water energy sources

0

k.

other-------

0

1.

other---- - - -

0

(SPECIFY)
(SPECIFY)

FWOD DAMAGE REDUCTION METHODS
Flood damage prevention methods may be contrasted with emergency methods
(used during a flood) and rehabilitation methods (used after a flood).
Since each of these methods may be structural or nonstructural, there
are six general types of flood damage reduction methods. These six types
are listed below with examples. Please indicate your opinion of the
importance of sociological research for each type by circling the appropriate number. Again, assume all cannot be highly emphasized.

a.

b.

c.
d.

e.
f.

very
important

somewhat
important

not
important

no
opinion

(3)

(2)

(1)

(0)

Structural prevention:
(damming, channelling,
flood-proofing bldgs.)
Non-structural prevention:
(zoning, relocation, flood
insurance, taxation, education)
Structural emergency:
(sandbagging, sealing)
Non-structural emergency:
(evacuation, policing,
warning)
Structural rehabilitation:
(temporary housing, restoration)
Non-structural rehabilitation:
(disaster relief, information
dissemination)

0

1

0

0

0

0

0
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SOCIOLOGIG~L

ASPECTS

Sociological studies of flood damage have frequently focused on the reciprocal impacts of flooding, community institutions and individual perceptions. For each of the social aspects listed, indicate your opinion of
its relative importance for future research by circling the appropriate
number.
very
important

somewhat
important

not
important

no
opinion

(3)

(2)

(1)

(O)

1

0

a.

community power/political
structure

b.

family cohesion

0

c.

educational institutions

0

d.

religious institutions

0

e.

economic values

f.

quality of life

0

g.

individual perceptions

0

h.

other

1

1

0

0

(SPECIFY)
i.

other

0

(SPECIFY)
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YOUR OWN RESEARCH

1.

Have you conducted, or been involved in, sociological research which
might be broadly classified as "water-resource related"? (check one)
_ _ no (go to next page)
yes

2.

For each such research project, please indicate as complete a bibliography entry as possible, the specific water-rela ted problem focus and
the specific sociological fo c us:

PROJECT

BIBLIOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

WATER-RELATED
FOCUS

SOCIOLOGICAL
FOCUS

a.

b.
c.
d.

e.
f.

3.

For each entry, please indicate how we may obtain copies of research
reports or publications which have resulted from the research; or if
possible, just i nclude a copy in the return enve l ope.

PROJECT

HOW TO OBTAIN A COPY OF PROJECT REPORT

a.

b.

c.
d•
..e...___ _ ___ ·- -··--- - ·-·- ·- ·- - - - - - - - .

r.
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RESEARCH CONDUCTED BY OTHERS

1.

Are you aware of any specific water-related research, conducted by
others, that has had a sociological focus?
___ no (go to next section)
___ yes

2.

Please provide names and institutional affiliation of these researchers
so that we may contact them.

SF'e'CI F ! ' '

::l/( ,'17ESTJONS

While the foregoing questions have elicited your general
aspects of environmental sociological research, we would
specific suggestions you have for future research in the
damage prevention methods. Use the space below to write

opinions of selected
like to know what
area of flood
down your suggestions.

We appreciate the time you have taken to complete this questionnaire. Hopefully the reHults will he used to ~xpand the opportunities for sociological
research in th is area. Thank yuu.
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INSTRUMENT 112

WATER RESEARCH SURVEY

First, we would like to learn about your occupation.
1.

Job Title (be as specific as possible)

2.

Employing organization or bureau~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

3.

Education -- Check all that apply and specify fields of study for
degrees that you hold"':"
Ph.D. specify field:
- - - M.A./M.S. +hours toward Ph.D.
M.A./M.S. specify field:
B.A./B.S. +hours toward masters
- - - B.A./B.S. specify field:
===::::=Some college credits, no degree
A.A./A.S./2 yr. technical specify field:
- - - High school diploma
- - - Some high school
===::::= Eight years or less

We know that people have many reasons for receiving the Water News. In
your own words, please indicate your reasons for subscribing to the Water News.

More specifically, what are you particular interests in water resources and
water related issues?
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SOCIAL ASPECTS AND RELATED AREAS

Listed below are areas of concern in Flood Damage Prevention. Please indicate
the relative importance of each for future research on flood damage prevention
by circling the appropriate number. Assume that all cannot be equally emphasized.
somewhat
important

not
important

no
opinion

(3)

(2)

(1)

(0)

a.

Community power structure

3

1

0

b.

Land use policy

3

1

0

c.

Quality of life

d.

Transportation systems

e.

Architectural design

f.

Recreation

g.

Agriculture

1

3

0
0

1
2

0
0
0

h.

Family institution

1

0

i.

Educational institution

1

0

j.

Religious institution

1

0

k.

Economic institution

3

1

0

1.

Forestry products

3

1

0

m.

Soil erosion

3

1

0

n.

Wildlife

3

1

0

o.

Fishing

3

1

0

p.

Water purity

3

1

0

q.

Waste treatment

1

0

r.

Health

1

0

s.

Communication systems

1

0

Other--------(Specify)

1

0

t.
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very
important

WATER RESOURCE RESEARCH

We are most interested in locating all specific studies, reports,
policy statements and articles that, in some way, relate to flood damage
prevention.
If you are aware of any specific research, conducted by yourself or
others, that has had a social focus, please indicate the title and how
copies of the research reports or publications may be obtained.

PROJECT:
BIBLIOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION:

HOW TO OBTAIN A COPY:

PROJECT:
BIBLIOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION:

HOW TO OBTAIN A COPY:

PROJECT:
BIBLIOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION:

HOW TO OBTAIN A COPY:

PROJECT:
BIBLIOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION:

HOW TO OBTAIN A COPY:

Thank you for helping us in this study.
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FORM LETTER Ill
FLOOD DAMAGE PREVENTION SURVEY COVER

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Blacksburg, Virginia
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY

(703)

961 -6878

Dear Colleague:
We have received a grant from the
(OWRT, Department of Interior) to
of sociological research needs on
Hopefully, our study will be used
program in sociology.

Office of Water Research & Technology
compile a bibliography and statement
flood damage prevention methods.
to expand the OWRT research support

Your name was taken from Riley Dunlap's Directory of Environmental Sociologists. Because of your identification with "environmental sociology"
we are asking you to take a few minutes to fill out the enclosed
questionnaire. Since the results of our study may be used in future
OWRT research proposal evaluations, this request is an opportunity for
you to make an input into this critical decision-making process.
Please feel free to make additional comments on the questionnaire. The
number on the questionnaire will allow us to cross your name off our
list when we receive your questionnaire, and to follow-up those who do
not respond. An addressed return envelope is enclosed for your conve nience -- no postage is needed.
Thank you for assisting us in this project.
Sincerely,
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24061

FORM LETTER 112
FLOOD DAMAGE PREVENTION SURVEY FOLLOW-UP
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Blacksburg, Virginia
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY

(703)

24061

961 -6878

Dear Colleague:
We have received a grant from the
(OWRT, Department of Interior) to
of sociological research needs on
Hopefully, our study will be used
program in sociology.

Office of Water Research & Technology
compile a bibliography and statement
flood damage prevention methods.
to expand the OWRT research support

A questionnaire concerning this study was mailed to you in mid-August.
We have not, as yet, received your response. We rea.lize that this
time of year, the beginning of the fall session, is a most hectic time
and the questionnaire may have been misplaced, not completed, or may
not have reached you. We are anxious to receive your response as it
supplies you with the opportunity for input into an area that may
serve future OWRT research proposal P.valuations.
Please feel free to make additional conunents on the questionnaire. An
addressed return envelope is encloi:.f'J fo,. your convenience -- no postage
is needed.
Thank you for assisting us in this project.
Sincerely,
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FORM LETTER /13
STATE WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER CONTACT COLLEGE

OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Blacksburg, Virginia
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY

(70~)

961-6878

Dear Colleague:
We have received a grant from the Office of Water Research & Technology
(OWRT, Department of Interior) to compile a bibliography and statement
of sociological research needs on flood damage prevention methods. Hopefully, our study will be used to expand the OWRT research support program
in sociology.
We are contacting each of the fifty-four State Water Resources Research
Institute/Centers seeking information pertinent to our interests. It
would be most helpful if you could provide us with a list of publications
and any other sources of information that you may have.
We are aware that each center may have different sources of information
that would contribute to the bibliography. Your cooperation will assist
us in a more comprehensive review of material available.
Thank you for assisting us in this project.
Sincerely,
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FORM LETTER 114
STATE WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER FOLLOW-UP
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STA TE UNIVERSITY
Blackrburg, Virginia
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY

(703 )

24061

96 1-6878

February 7, 1977

In September, 1976, we sent you a letter which
publications in the area of the social aspects
vention. Most of the centers we wrote to have
not heard from your center. Perhaps our first
never reached its destination. At any rate we

requested a list of
of flood damage preresponded, but we have
letter, or your response,
are trying again.

Our study is supported by the Office of Water Research and Technology
through the Virginia Water Resources Research Center. The goal of our
study is to compile a bibliography and statement of research needs on
flood damage prevention methods. It would be most helpful if you could
provide us with a list of publications and any other sources of information that you might have in this area.
We are aware that each center may have different sources of information
that would contribute to the bibliography. Your cooperation will assist
us in developing a comprehensive review of available material.
Thank you for assisting us in this projec t.
Sincerely,
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FORM LETTER fl 5
STATE WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER REQUESTS
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Blacksburg, Virginia
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY

(703 )

961-6878

Date
Inside Address
Dear Sir:
Through our recent correspondence with the State Water Resources
Research Center we learned of your publications on" .......... ".
We would very much appreciate receiving a copy of reports or
articles which have resulted from this work and related work.
Our goal is to compile a comprehensive bibliography of sociological
work in the broad area of flood damage prevention. The research
is supported by the Office of Water Research and Technology (OWRT)
and we hope that the results of our study will be used in future
OWRT research proposal evaluations.
If any costs are involved in providing this information to us,
please advice and we will be happy to reimburse you. The address
to which the information should be sent to given below:
Flood Damage Prevention Study
Department of Sociology
Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University
Blacksburg, VA 24061
Thank you for your help.
Sincerely,
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FORM LETTER 116
WATER RESOURCES SURVEY COVER
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STA TE UNIVERSITY
Blacksburg, Virginia
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY

(703 )

24061

961-6878

Dear Colleague:
We have received a grant from the Offic e of Water Research &
Technology (OWRT, Department of Interior) to compile a bibliography
and statement of research needs on the social aspects of flood
damage prevention methods. In order to accomplish this task, we
are contacting people with an interest in water research; hopefully
these contacts will enable us to write a complete and accurate
report.
Your name was taken from the mailing list of the Water News,
published by the Virginia Water Resources Research Center. Because
of your interest in water resources we are asking you to take a
few minutes to fill out the enclosed questionnaire. Since the
results of our study may be used in future OWRT research proposal
evaluations, this request is an opportunity for you to make an
input into this critical decision making process.
Please feel free to make additional comments on the questionnaire.
The number on the questionnaire will allow us to cross your name
off our list when we receive your questionnaire, and to follow-up
those who do not respond. An addressed return envelope is enclosed
for your convenience -- no postage is needed.
Thank you for assisting us in this project.
Sincerely,

Should you desire a copy of the study results, please complete
this bottom section and return it with your response.
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The Virginia Water Resources Research Center is a f~deral-state partn~rship
agency attempting to find solutions to the state's water resource problems
through careful research and analysis. Established at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University under provisions of the Water Research and Development Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-467), the Center serves five primary functions:
•

•
•
•
•

It studies the state's water and related land-use problems, including their ecological, political, economic, institutional, legal, and
social implications.
It sponsors and administers research investigations ofthese problems.
It collects and disseminates information about water resources
and water resources research.
It provides training opportunities in research for future water
scientists enrolled at the state's colleges and universities.
It provides other public services to the state in a wjde variety of
forms.

More information on programs and activities may be obtained by contacting
the Center at the address below.

Virginia Water Resources Research Center
617 North Main Street
Blacksburg, Virginia 24060
Phone(703)961-5624

